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Abstract
This module, which is still undergoing revision, presents dierent approaches to corporate governance.
To provide a realistic context in which to practice these approaches and the associated concepts, it has
students in small groups choose an actual company and develop compliance and corrective plans using
the approaches and concepts of corporate governance. Designed to compliment previously published
modules on the history of corporations, moral ecologies, and corporate social responsibility, it summarizes
material currently being taught at the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez in the courses of "Corporate
Leadership and Social Responsibility" and "Business, Society, and Government." This module has been
developed through a project funded by the National Science Foundation, "Collaborative Development of
Ethics Across the Curriculum Resources and Sharing of Best Practices," NSF-SES-0551779.
-The first link refers to a news story on Dunn's resignation from the Hewlett-Packard board.
It is taken from PBS's Online NewsHour in a report delivered by Margaret Warner on September 22, 2006.
-The second link provides background information on the Hughes Aircraft case profiled just below.
CORPORATE PROFILES:

Arthur Andersen

Once a highly respected company, Arthur Andersen no longer exists having gone bankrupt in the wake of the
Enron disaster. Arthur Andersen provided Enron with consulting and accounting services. The consulting
division was more successful but the accounting division, with its long tradition of outstanding ethical service,
was the corporation's backbone. Arthur Andersen signed o on Enron's use of mark-to-market accounting
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which allowed Enron to project optimistic earnings from their deals and then report these as actual prots
years before they would materialize (if at all). They also signed o on Enron's deceptive use of special
purpose entities (SPE) to hide debt by shifting it from one ctional company to another. With Arthur
Andersen's blessing, Enron created the illusion of a protable company to keep stock value high. When
investors nally saw through the illusion, stock prices plummeted. To hide their complicity, Arthur Andersen
shredded incriminating documents. For federal prosecutors this was the last straw. The Justice Department
indicted the once proud accounting rm convinced that this and previous ethical lapses (Sunbeam and Waste
Management) showed a pattern of unabated wrongdoing. Arthur Andersen was concted of obstructing
justice on June 15, 2002 and closed its doors shortly after.
McLean and Elkind provided background for this prole on Arthur Andersen. See below for complete
reference.

AA Timeline (Taken from Smartest Guys in the Room)
• 1913Founded by Arthur Andersen: "think straight, talk straight"
• Stood up to Railroad company in early years. When asked to change accounting standards, Andersen
said, "There is not enough money in the city of Chicago [to make AA give into client demands]"
• 1947-1963Leonard Spacek became president of AA succeeding Arthur Andersen.
• Spacek helped motivate the formation of the Financial Accounting Standards Board. AA also served
as conscience of accounting profession criticizing the profession and the SEC (Securities and Exchange
Commission) for "failing to square its so-called principles with its professional responsibility to the
public."
• 1963-1989Slow erosion of standards and development of competition between accounting and consulting divisions. (Consulting division was developed to take advantage of a protable direction in the
nancial induistry.)
• 1989Consultants achieve relative autonomy as "separate business unit." (McLean: 144)
• 1997Consultants break from rm.
• 1988-1991Arthur Andersen receives 54 million in fees from Enron
• 2000Enron pays AA 52 million. The lion share of this was for consulting fees.
• June 15, 2002AA found guilty of obstruction of justice. "Today's verdict is wrong....The reality here
is that this verdict represents only a technical conction." (McLean: 406)

Hughes Aircraft

Howard Hughes founded this company at the beginning of the twentieth century. Hughes became a regular
supplier of military hardware to the U.S. military. In the 1980's this included parts for surface to air misiles
and ghter aircraft. One division specialized in computer chips designed to convert analogue information to
digital for use in guidance systems and decision support systems. For example, these chips interacted with
radar to help pilots of ghter aircraft avoid enemy missiles and also served as an essential component for
missile guidance systems, the so-called smart bombs. Hughes had won the competitive bids for these highly
protable military projects but they had also committed themselves to tight delivery schedules with inexible
deadlines. And on top of this, the U.S. Airforce demanded that these computer chips and the systems that
integrated them be rigorously tested to show that they could withstand the severe environmental stresses
of battle. Hughes soon fell behind on the delivery of these computer chips causing a chain reaction of other
delays both within the company and between the company and other links in the military supply chain.
The environmental tests carried out by quality control under the supervision of Frank Saia had worked
hard to complete the time-consuming tests and still remain on schedule with deliveries; hot parts (parts
in high demand) were pulled to the front of the testing line to keep things running but soon even this
wasn't enough to prevent delays and customer complaints. Giving way to these pressures, some Hughes
supervisors pushed employees to pass chips without testing and even to pass chips that had failed tests.
Margaret Gooderal and Ruth Ibarra resigned from the company and blew the whistle on these and other
ethical failings that had become rampant in Hughes. So the corporate social responsibility question becomes
how to change this culture of dishonesty and restore corporate integrity to this once innovative and leading
company. (Background information on Hughes can be found at computingcases.org.)
http://cnx.org/content/m17367/1.5/
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Patricia Dunn v. Tom Perkins on Corporate Governance

When Patricia Dunn became a "non-executive" chairman of Hewlett-Packard's board on February 7, 2005,
she brought with her an outstanding reputation in corporate governance. Her top priorities were to oversee
the election of a new CEO after the ring of Carly Fiorina whose management of the recent acquisition of
Compaq had lost her the HP board's support. Dunn also was determined to stop leaks to the press from
high-level HP ocials. She viewed the latter task as a fundament component of the post-Enron corporate
governance approach she felt was needed as Hewlett-Packard moved into the 21st century. But her formal
take on CG was at odds with powerful board member and successful venture capitalist, Tom Perkins. In his
opinion, too strict an approach to CG stood in the way of HP culture and took focus away from competing
with Dell and IBM as well as staying on the cutting edge in the development of new technology. As the leaks
continued, Dunn's investigation into their source (most likely a discontented HP board member) became
more active and rigorous. And the disagreements between her and board member Perkins deepened; their
incompatible views on CG (and other disagreements) led to Perkins's resignation from the HP board. Things
became critical when Perkins received a letter from A.T. and T. informing him that an account had been
established in his name (but without his knowledge or consent) using the last 4 digits of his social security
number and his private phone number. During the HP-led investigation into the press leaks, a private
investigation rm used an illegal technique known as "pretexting" to obtain condential information about
HP board members and news reporters including private phone and social security numbers. Perkins reported
this to the SEC, and Patricia Dunn, as chairman and de facto head of the leak investigation, was indicted
on four criminal charges including identity theft.
For a complete case study see Stewart (complete reference below) and Anne Lawrence and James Weber,
Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, 13th edition (McGraw-Hill): 501-513.
Dunn focused on incompatible views of corporate governance as one of the causes of the rift that had
developed between her and Perkins's: "Tom's model of governance may be appropriate in the

world of venture capital, but it is outmoded and inappropriate in the world of public company
governance." (Stewart, 165) She also made clear her strong views on board members leaking condential
information shared during board meetings to the press: "The most fundamental duties of a director
the duties of deliberation and candorrely entirely upon the absolute trust that each director
must have in one another's condentiality. This is true for trivial as well as inmportant
matters, because even trivial information that nds its way from the boardroom to the press
corrodes trust among directors. It is even more critical when discussions can aect stock
prices....Leaking "good" information is as unacceptable as leaking "bad" informationno one
can foretell how such information may advantage or disadvantage one investor relative to
another." (Stewart, 156)
Questions

How can successful corporate governance programs be integrated into companies with free-wheeling, innovative cultures without dampening creative and imaginative initiatives? How does one make sense of the
fundamental irony of this case, that a conscientious pursuit of corporate governance (attacking violations of
board condentiality) can turn into violation of corporate governance (violation of the privacy and persons
of innocent board members)?
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Word Version of this Template
This media object is a downloadable le. Please view or download it at
<http://cnx.org/content/m17367/1.5/ EAC TK STD TEMPLATE.doc>

Figure 1: This is an example of an embedded link. (Go to "Files" tab to delete this le and replace it
with your own les.)

1 Introduction

James B. Stewart, in a New Yorker article about Patricia Dunn and Hewlett-Packard, describes corporate
governance as "a term that technically refers to all aspects of running a corporation but in recent years
has come to emphasize issues of fairness, transparency, and accountability." This module looks at corporate
governance from the macro perspective, (1) examining the management strategies adopted by a rm to
ensure compliance and pursue excellence and (2) from the standpoint of government as it seeks to minimize
unethical corporate behavior and to maximize the corporation's contribution to social welfare.
2 What you need to know

...

2.1 Prisoner's Dilemma: Cooperation or Competition?
Scholarly debates on corporate governance have turned on the advocacy of dierent approaches, many of
which can be modeled mathematically. Two approaches are based on the concepts of agency and stewardship.
(See Davis et. al. in Clarke 2004) To enter into this debate, you will reenact the "Prisoner's Dilemma."
Imagine that two patriotic spies, A and B, have just been captured by the enemy. Both are placed in separate
interrogation cells and are being pressured to confess and provide details about their spying activities. A and
B would like to coordinate their actions but the enemy has kept them apart to prevent this. Their objective
is to pit A against B another in order to get the desired information. To do this, they have set forth the
following systems of motivations, i.e., punishments and rewards.

Options for the Prisoners
• If both A and B confess. A and B are put in jail for ve years each. The net loss in this scenario
is 10. This is the least desirable alternative from the collective standpoint.
• If one confesses and the other does not. The confessor is released immediately while the nonconfessor gets seven years in prison. This maximizes the confessor's self interest but severaly punishes
the patriotic, non-confessor. Net loss is 7.
• If both do not confess. After six months of half-hearted interrogation (most of this time is for
processing the prisoners' release), both are set free for lack of evidence. While not maximizing self
interest (this lies in confessing while the other remains silent) this does maximizes overall welfare by
producing a net loss of only 1.

Prisoner Dillema Options Summarized
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Prisoner A / Prisoner B
Confess

Confess

Not Confess

Both go to jail for 5 years (Net
loss is 10)

A goes to jail for 7 years. B is
released. (Net loss is 7)

Not Confess

B goes to jail for 7 years. A is
released (Net loss is 7)

Both held for six months, then released. (Net los is 1.0)

Table 1

Assumptions in the Prisoner Dilemma
• Cooperation produces the best collective option and the second best individual option. This, in turn,
assumes that cooperation produces more social welfare than competition.
• Free riding (competing) on the cooperation of others produces the most individual gains (for the free
rider) but the second worst collective results. Society suers loses from the harm done to the trusting,
non-confessor and from the overall loss of trust caused by unpunished free-riding.
• Unlimited, pure competition (both prisoners confess) produces the worst collective results and the
second worst individual results.
• Multiple iterations of the prisoner's dilemma eventually lead to cooperative behavior. But what causes
this? (1) The trust that emerges as the prisoners, through repeated iterations, come to rely on one
another? Or (2) the fear of "tit-for-tat" responses, i.e, that free riding on the part of one player will
be punished by free riding on the part of the other in future iterations?
• Does the Prisoner's Dilemma assume that each player is a rational, self-interest maximizer? Are the
players necessarily selsh in that they will seek to maximize self interest even at the expense of the
other players unless rewards and punishments are imposed onto the playing situation from the outside?
The Prisoner's Dilemma is designed to model the reality of corporate governance where the directors/owners
of a corporation delegate responsibility for the corporation's operations to managers who are charged with
pursuing, not their own interests, but those of their directors. The problem of corporate governance is how
this cooperative arrangement is institutionalized. Can managers be left alone and trusted to pursue the best
interests of the corporation? This is implied in stewardship theory. Or is it necessary to design a system
of controls to keep the managers from diverting the operations of the corporation toward their exclusive,
self-interests? This is the approach taken in agency theory. Modeling this in terms of repeated iterations
of the prisoner's dilemma, does cooperation emerge as the most reliable strategy in the long run? Or does
it need to be manufactured by introducing a system of incentives such as fear of tit-for-tat strategies? The
Prisoner's Dilemma models the central problems of corporate governance by asking whether cooperation
naturally emerges between managers and directors or whether it needs to be manufactured through a system
of punishments and rewards.
The Prisoner's dilemma is discussed throughout the literature in business ethics. For a novel and insightful
discussion in the context of corporate responsibility see Peter A. French, 1995 Corporate Ethics from
Harcourt Brace College Publishers.

2.2 A Short Footnote on Human Nature
• One important means for classifying dierent approaches to corporate governance is to reect on the
associated account of human nature. This is a very complex issue but, fortunately, political philosophy
provides us with some useful insights.
• Thomas Hobbes in the Leviathan presents a comprehensive psychological analysis of human nature
based on seventeenth century physics. The focal point of this analysis is the human individual's
unlimited pursuit of desire. Without external checks (primarily the threat of punishment imposed
by a powerful sovereign) the State of Nature (where human individuals pursue self interest without
external checks) is identical to a State of War. This war of all against all is "solitary, poore, nasty,

brutish, and short."
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• Hobbes's view has been characterized by C.B. Macphearson as "possessive individualism" which portrays the self as the possessor of its own attributes including the property acquired through its actions.
This leads to a view called atomic individualism which is based on the claim that the self has its
characteristics and determinate structure prior to and independently of any social interaction.
• Jean-Jacques Rousseau oers a brilliantly original criticism of Hobbes' conception of human nature
in his Second Discourse, the Discourse on the Origin of Inequality. According to him, Hobbes's
characterization of human nature in the State of Nature is actually a description of the human corrupted
by society and the acquisition of property. "The rst person who, having enclosed a plot of

land, took it into his head to say this is mine and found people simple enough to believe
him, was the true founder of civil society. What crimes, wars, murders, what miseries
and horrors would the human race have been spared, had someone pulled up the stakes
or lled in the ditch and cried out to his fellow men: "Do not listen to this imposter.""

Rousseau argues that before the notion of property, the human's desire to preserve self was balanced
by the social feeling of pity brought forth by the suering of others. Only the unchecked pursuit of
property (seen in terms of exclusive possession) would bring the motive of self-interest into conict
with natural pity.
• In opposition to Hobbes's atomic and individualistic self, a group of political philosophers, beginning
with Aristotle, see the self as primarily social. Aristotle characterizes the human as a political animal
(a being who naturally constructs a social organism called the "polus"). Sandel describes a "thick self"
constructed out of familial, social and political content; this content is integrated into the core of the
self. Werhane's description of this "social animal" is worth quoting in full: "In that socialization

process, we develop a number of interests, roles, memberships, commitments, and values
such that each individual is an historical, cultural, and social product, a pluralistic bundle
of overlapping spheres of foci, a thick self or selves....[T]here is no self as precritical,
transcendental subject, totally ideal spectator or dispossessed subject.

• Thus a series of views of human nature emerge that are instrumental in forming dierent approaches to
corporate governance. Hobbes's atomistic individualism will favor the compliance approach mandated
by agency theory as directors set up external checks to self-serving managers. Rousseau's more nuanced
view would require structures to hold the pursuit of self-interest in check while strengthening the equally
natural impulses toward socializability and cooperation. The social conception of the self would treat
the corporation as an environment where managers, as stewards, recruit employees who will quickly
commit to the central corporate values and then develop supporting structures and procedures to help
their colleagues nd meaningful work while fullling social, corporate objectives.

2.3 Approaches to Corporate Governance
Summary Table
(1,1)

Description(1,2)Theory
of
Human Nature(1,3)

Owner
Role(1,4)

Manager
Role(1,5)

Corporate
Ethics
Focus(1,6)

continued on next page
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Agency Theory(2,1)

Managers act
as agents of
the
corporation fullling
the goals established
by
the owners /
directors(2,2)

Managers are
rational, but
self-interested
beings
who
must
be
controlled
from
the
outside(2,3)

Owners
are
principals,
that is, they
originate the
action
and
bear primary
moral responsibility.(2,4)

Managers are
agents,
that
is, responsible
for acting in
the
interest
of the principals who hire
them. Faithful
agency
implies avoiding
conicts
of
interests
and
maintaining condences.(2,5)

Compliance
focus
uses
(1) rule-based
codes,
(2)
systems
of
monitoring,
and (3) punishments and
rewards
to
motivate compliance from
outside.(2,6)

Stockholder
Approach(3,1)

Corporation
is property of
stockholders
who dispose of
it as they see
t.(3,2)

Stockholders
pursue
self
interest. They
are
rational
(instrumental), economic
self-interest
maximizers.(3,3)

Owners invest
in corporation
and seek a
return (prot)
on their investment.(3,4)

Managers are
responsible
for
ensuring
that
owners
get maximum
return on investment.(3,5)

Stockholders
direct compliance
toward
manager
control
and
external conformity
to
laws.(3,6)

Stakeholder
Approach(4,1)

Owners drop
out of center
focus. Corporation is run
for the sake of
its stakeholders.(4,2)

Groups have
special
interests
but
recognize the
need to integrate
these.
Humans possess capacity
for procedural
reasoning.(4,3)

Owners drop
to one of a
group of equal
stakeholders.
Still advocate
their
nancial interests
but not to
exclusion
of
other
stakeholders.(4,4)

Managers
are
metastakeholders.
They
treat
stakeholders
and
stakes
equally
and
integrate
these to the
fullest extent
possible.(4,5)

(4,6)

continued on next page
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Stewardship
Model(5,1)

Managers act
as stewards for
absentee owners;
oversee
the operations
of corporation
and
exercise
care over them.
Emotion (care)
plays an equal
role with instrumental rationality.(5,2)

8

Desire
and
self
interest
are balanced
out by social
motives such
as Rousseau's
pity
and
Aristotle's
virtues.(5,3)

Owners
still
set
cardinal
objectives but
they also are
responsible
for providing
managers with
a meaningful
work environment.(5,4)

Managers are
stewards exercising care over
the property of
the owners in
their absence.
Stewardship
is based on
internally generated
and
self-imposed
motives toward
care.(5,5)

Value-based:
(1)
identify
and
formulate common
standards
of
excellence,
(2)
develop
training programs to foster
pursuit
of
these
excellences,
and
(3)
develop
support structures to help
reduce value
"gaps."(5,6)

Table 2: This table summarizes materials from Introduction: Theories of Governance (Clarke, 1 through
30) and provides a taxonomy of several dierent approaches to corporate governance.

Agency Theory
1. In agency theory, the owners/directors set the central objectives of the corporation. Managers, in turn,
are responsible for executing these objectives in the corporation's day-to-day operations. Corporate
governance consists of designing structures and procedures to control management, i.e., to keep their
actions in line with director-established objectives.
2. Managers cannot be trusted to remain faithful agents, i.e., to stay faithful to the interests and goals
of the owners/directors. This presupposes a particular view of human nature. Humans are rational,
egoists. They have desires and use reason to devise means to realize them. Since one desire can be
checked only by another desire, this egoism is potentially without limit. Agency theory assumes that
managers will divert corporate resources to pursue their own selsh ends unless checked by some system
of external controls. Thus, another key element of corporate governance under agency theory is to nd
the most ecient systems of controls to keep manager egoism in check.
3. The owners/directors play the role of principal in agency theory. The principal originates the action
and bears primary moral and legal responsibility for it. Most of the time the principal of an action is
also its executor. But there are times when the principal lacks the knowledge and skill necessary for
executing the objectives he or she originates. In this case, the principal contracts with an agent. The
principal authorizes the agent to act on his or her behalf. This requires that the agent remain faithful
to the goals and interests of the principal. See Hobbes's Leviathan, Chapter 16 for an important
historical account of the agent-principal relation.
4. Managers are agents. Their primary responsibility is to serve as faithful executors of the goals and
interests of the principals. This requires, rst, that, managers are responsible for exercising their professional judgment in a competent way. Managers are also responsible for remaining faithful to the
interests of their principals. To do this they must avoid conicts of interests and maintain condentialities (i.e., keep secrets). Agent can also range from being free (unguided by principals) to bound
(tightly monitored and controlled by principals).
5. How does ethics enter into corporate governance under agency theory? Primary emphasis is placed
on compliance, i.e., enforced conformity to rules that constitute minimum thresholds of acceptable
behavior. Compliance approaches develop (1) rule based codes, (2) systems of monitoring to detect
violations, and (3) punishments and rewards to deter non-compliance and reward compliance. Trevino
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and Weaver provide an empirical analysis to the goals achieved through compliance ethics: "[4] the
perception that better decisions are made because of the ethics program [5] ethical advice seeking, [6]
decreased unethical behavior in the organization...[7] ethical awareness." (Weaver and Trevino, 1999:
333.)

Stockholder Theory
1. The stockholder approach is quite similar to that set forth in agency theory. The dierence is that it
views the corporation as the property of its owners (stockholders) who may dispose of it as they see
t. Most of the time this involves using it to receive maximum return on investment.
2. Stockholders are oriented toward self-interest, so stockholder theory, along with agency theory, takes
an egoistic/Hobbesian view of human nature. Humans are rational, self-interest maximizers. Owners
should expect this from the corporation's managers and employees. They should integrate procedures
and controls that channel the corporation and its members in the direction of their (owners) selfinterest.
3. The owners invest in the corporation and seek a return (prot) on this investment. But this narrow
role has been expanded into overseeing the operations of the corporations and its managers to ensure
that the corporation is in compliance with ethical and legal standards set by the government. Just as
the master, under tort law, was responsible for injury brought about by the negligence of a servant, so
also are directors responsible for harm brought about by their property, the corporation.
4. Managers are role-responsible for ensuring that investors get maximum return on their investment.
This includes exercising good business judgment and avoiding conicts of interests and violations of
condences.
5. Like corporations operating within agency theory, stockholder corporations focus on compliance strategies to monitor managers and make sure they remain faithful agents. However, directors under the
stockholder approach also take seriously oversight responsibility which include ensuring corporate compliance with laws such as Sarbanes-Oxley and the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.

Stakeholder Theory
1. Owners drop out of the center of attention in this approach to become one of several, equal stakeholders.
A stakeholder is any group or individual that has a vital interest, right, good, or value in play or at
risk. (A gambler's stake is the money on the table in play as the roulette wheel turns. Depending
on the outcome of the situation, the gambler either keeps or loses the stake.) Examples of corporate
stakeholders include stockholders, employees, customers, suppliers, local community, and government.
The corporation on this view exists for the sake of its stakeholders, not stockholders.
2. The stakeholder view can be closely tied to egoism if it is assumed that the dierent stakeholder groups
exist to maximize their selsh interests. But the stakeholder approach to corporate governance goes
beyond the egoistic account of human nature. The corporation (and its managers) become responsible
for mediating between these dierent, often conicting, stakeholder interests, always keeping in mind
that all stakeholders deserve equal respect. If stakeholders have any solidarity with one another, it
is because the interest set of each includes the interests of the others. (This is how Feinberg denes
solidarity.) The ability to envision the interests of each stakeholder and to work toward integrating
these must be built on a view of human nature that is as altruistic as egoistic. While not embracing the
social view of human nature outlined above, the stakeholder view assumes that stakeholders are capable
and willing to negotiate and bargain with one another. It begins, in other words, with enlightened and
long term self interest.
3. The rst feature of the owner role is the reduction in centrality mentioned just above. They advocate
their interests in the same arena as the other stakeholders, but they also must work to make their
interests compatible with the other stakeholders. This requires integrating interests when possible and
drawing integrity-preserving compromises when necessary. (See Benjamin 1990).
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4. Managers play an important meta-role here. They are faithful agents but of all stakeholders, not just
stockholders. Thus, they becomes referees or (to switch metaphors) brokers between stakeholders. They
oversee the generation of expansive corporate values capable of absorbing and integrating narrower
stakeholder interests.
5. Stakeholder approaches combine compliance and value-based approaches. In compliance, corporate
ocers dene a moral and legal minimum; this consists of the minimum set of rules necessary for
stakeholder coexistence. Beyond this, value-based approaches seek to create common, broader objectives, aspirations that can unite the dierent stakeholders in the pursuit of excellence. Stakeholder
approaches need both; the compliance approach gets things started and the values-based approach sets
them on the path to excellence.

Stewardship Theory
• Managers and employees can be trusted to act as stewards or guardians of the corporation. This means
that while they do not own the corporation's resources, they will safeguard these for the owners. A
steward is a caretaker who looks after the owner's property and interests when the owner is absent
• This approach denitely makes use of the social approach to human nature. Humans, naturally and
spontaneously, realize their innermost natures by forming social unions. The corporation, under this
view, is such an organization. While taking on the characteristics of a social contract with the other
approaches, especially agency theory, the corporation under the stewardship view is more of a cooperative, collaborative enterprise. Humans can act and nd meaning in interests and concerns well beyond
the connes of the ego. In fact, to organize the corporation around egoistic assumptions does harm to
those capable of action on altruistic motives. The emphasis here is on building trust and social capital
to strengthen the social potentialities of human nature.
• Owners still establish the cardinal objectives for the sake of which the corporation exists. But they are
also responsible for providing managers with an environment suitable developing human potentialities
of forming societies to collaborate in meaningful work.
• Managers act as stewards or caretakers; they act as if they were owners in terms of the care and
concern expressed for work rather than merely executors of the interests of others. In other words, the
alienation implied in agency theory (acting not out of self but for another), disappears as the managers
and employees of the corporation reabsorb the agent function.
• Stewardship approaches are primarily value-based. They (1) identify and formulate common aspirations or values as standards of excellence, (2) develop training programs conducive to the pursuit of
excellence, and (3) respond to values "gaps" by providing moral support.

2.4 External Controls: Fining, Stock Dilution, Changing Internal Governance, Court Ordered
Adverse Publicity, and Community Service
Classications of Corporate Punishments from French and Fisse
DescriptionExample

Target of
Punishment

Deterrence NonTrap
nancial
Avoided? Values
Addressed?

Responsive Interference
Adjustwith
ment
Corporate
Black
Box

continued on next page
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Exaction
Stock Dilution
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Pentagon
Procurement
Scandals

Dilute
Stock and
award to
victim

Harms innocent

Fails
to
Escape

Few
or
None
Targeted

None

No interference

Stockholders
(Not necessarily
guilty)

Escapes
by attacking future
earnings

Few
None

Limited

No interference

or

Probation Court

SEC Voluntary
Disclosure
Program

Corporation Escapes
and
its since
it
Members
mandates
organizational
changes

Focuses on
management and
subgroup
values

Passive
adjustment since
imposed
from
outside

Substantial
entry into
and
interference
with corporate
black box

Court
Ordered
Adverse
Publicity

English
Bread
Acts (Hester Prynne
shame in

Targets
corporate
image

Loss
of
prestige /
Corporate
shame /
Loss
of
Face/Honor

Active adjustment
triggered
by shame

No direct
interference
(corporation
motived
to restore
itself)

Adds
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Passive
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that cs is
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None
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appointments)
Court
orders
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crime

Scarlet
Letter)

CommunityCorporation Allied
Service
performs
chemical
Orders
services
(James
mandated
by court

River
Pollution)

Escapes
(although
adverse
publicity
indirectly
attacks
nancial
values)

Representative
Escapes
groups/individuals
since
from cor- targets
poration
nonnancial
values

Table 3: This table summarizes material from Brent Fisse, "Sanctions Against Corporations: The
Limitations of nes and the enterprise of Creating Alternatives." This article is found in the book,
Corrigible Corporations and Unruly Law and provides a taxonomy of dierent forms of punishment
for corporations. It helps rate a corporate punishment in terms of whether it targets the guilty, produces a
positive change within the corporation, avoids Coee's deterrence trap, and minimizes interference in what
Stone terms the corporate black box. For full reference to book see bibliography below.

Requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley (From Dyrud: 37)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide increased protection for whistle-blowers
Adhere to an established code of ethics or explain reasons for non-compliance
Engage in "full, fair, timely and understandable disclosure"
Maintain"honest and ethical" behavior.
Report ethics violations promptly
Comply with "applicable governmental laws, rules, and regulations"
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• Dyurd cites: ELT, Ethics and Code of Conduct, n.d.; http://www.elt-inc.com/solution/ethics
_and_code_of_conduct_training_obligations.html

Ammended Federal Sentencing Guidelines (Dyrud 37)
• Establishing standards and procedures to prevent and detect criminal conduct
• Promoting responsibility at all levels of the program, together with adequate program resources and
authority for its managers
• Exercising due diligence in hiring and assigning personnel to positions with substantial authority
• Communicating standards and procedures, including a specic requirement for training at all levels
• Monitoring, auditing, and non-internal guidance/reporting systems
• Promiting and enforcing of compliance and ethical conduct
• Taking reasonable steps to respond appropriately and prevent further misconduct in detecting a violation

3 What you will do ...

Module Activities
• Study the Prisoner's Dilemma to help you formulate the central challenges of corporate governance.
• Study four dierent approaches to corporate governance, (1) agency theory, (2) the stockholder approach, (3) the stakeholder approach, and (4) stewardship theory.
• Examine corporate governance from the macro level by (1) looking at the structural changes a company
can make to comply with legal and ethical standards and (2) examining the balances that government
must make to control corporate behavior and yet preserve economic freedom.
• Design a corporate governance program for an actual company that you and your group choose. It
should be a company to which you have open access. You will also be required to take steps to gain
the consent of this company for your study.
• Reect on how to integrate this module's macro description of corporate governance with the micro
perspective presented in the module on moral ecologies and corporate governance.

Corporate Governance Plans
• A corporate code of ethics that responds to the specic ethical problems uncovered by your prole of
the corporation you are studying.
• A corporate ethics training program designed to acquaint employees, owners, and managers with the
company's value aspirations and compliance objectives.
• A Corporate Ethics Audit designed to identify and minimize ethical risks.
• A comprehensive ethics compliance program that responds to the requirements set forth in Sarbanes
and Oxley as well as the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.
• A program in corporate excellence designed to articulate and realize the core values that dene your
company's identity and integrity.

4 What did you learn?

This material will be added later. Students will be given an opportunity to assess dierent stages of this
module as well as the module as a whole.
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[Media Object]

6 EAC ToolKit Pro ject

6.1 This module is a WORK-IN-PROGRESS; the author(s) may update the content as needed.
Others are welcome to use this module or create a new derived module. You can COLLABORATE to improve this module by providing suggestions and/or feedback on your experiences
with this module.
Please see the Creative Commons License2 regarding permission to reuse this material.

6.2 Funded by the National Science Foundation: "Collaborative Development of Ethics Across
the Curriculum Resources and Sharing of Best Practices," NSF-SES-0551779

1 This media object is a downloadable le. Please view or download it at
<http://cnx.org/content/m17367/1.5/CorpGov_HP_Case.pptx>
2 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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